OK-RM is a design studio founded in 2008 by Oliver Knight and Rory McGrath. Their
practice encompasses a variety of activities that include publication/book design, visual
identity, art direction and the creation of digital platforms. In 2008 OK-RM initiated In
Other Words, a series of commissioned projects which explore the complexities and
intricacies of the English language. Their work has been featured in 20 under 30, New
York (2010); How Very Tokyo, Tokyo, JP (2009);;Live Archive, New Museum,
New York, (2009); Illustrativ, Zurich, (2008); Book Show, Eastside Projects,
Birmingham, (2010); Design Marketo, Milan Design Fair (2010) and published in Eye
magazine. OK-RM have participated in the following public talk events: Best British
Books (A proposal), London, (2010) and 2010 Typography Critiques, V&A, London
(2010). The studio has worked with the following artists and cultural organizations:
Barbican Art Gallery, Hayward; Raking Leaves; Serpentine Gallery; Artangel; Wolfgang
Tillmans and Lord Snowdon.
They have been commissioned by the 2011 ACAP curator Sharmini Pereira to design
Footnotes to a Project, a specially commissioned book project created in collaboration
with Hamra Abbas, Jananne Al-Ani, Shezad Dawood, Nadia Kaabi-Linke and Timo
Nasseri. Footnote to a Project is a collection of images, citations and references that
support and inform the creation of the five artworks for the 2011 ACAP. The book will
be launched at Art Dubai on Saturday 19 March at 11.30, to register for the event
please email abraajprize@artdubai.ae.

ACAP Curator Laura Egerton asked Sharmini Pereira to describe the
relationship she has with OK-RM:
Sharmini Pereira: My relationship with Oliver Knight and Rory McGrath, who are
the two designers behind OK-RM, is a very close one. We have worked together to
develop the concept for the book project over the last 6 months. The collaboration is
based on a shared interest in working with artists to create standalone projects using
print and publishing strategies. Having worked together previously we have a good
working relationship and mutual respect for one another. When we disagree about
anything, it’s always just as interesting as when we do. They have the utmost patience
when it comes to the amount of time I seem to put into every detailed decision of a
project. This is why I think they are such unusual designers.
She went on to pose some questions to OK-RM in advance of the book launch at Art
Dubai.
Laura Egerton (LE): Give us some brief background on what you do; the
type of projects you have worked on in the past.
OK-RM: Since forming OK-RM, we have collaborated with various organisations,
artists, and curators including Barbican Art Gallery, Hayward, Serpentine Gallery,
Artangel, Wolfgang Tillmans and Lord Snowdon. We are a project focused studio with a
varied output across print and digital media, with activities ranging from visual identity
and
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LE: What were your first thoughts when Sharmini discussed the
opportunity of working on the ACAP book project?
OK-RM: That it was a great opportunity to reveal the process of realising high-profile
contemporary artworks, focusing on what goes on behind the scenes as a way of
illustrating each artists methodology and endorsing the magnitude of the ACAP
commissions.
LE: What were your impressions of visiting Dubai back in October, meeting
the winning artists and people from Abraaj?
OK-RM: We were seriously impressed with the set-up and the quality of the artist's
proposals. With Dubai being a relatively new territory for contemporary art and its
context within the international scene still being moulded, we were excited by the
prospect of collaborating with the Abraaj team and the artists to offer something of real
depth, a project which would add to and aid the understanding of contemporary art.
LE: ACAP’s philosophy is very much about supporting artists through the
production period – rewarding an idea for a project and seeing it through to
completion. How has this informed your plans for the publication?

OK-RM: We knew that ACAP offered great support and the necessary resources to each
of the artists to ensure the complete realisation of the artist's ideas. This is a rare
condition and it greatly informed the idea to focus on the documentation of the process.

LE: Talk us through the various choices that you have made as regards the design
concept of the book project.
OK-RM: The headline concept for the book is informed by its title Footnotes to a
Project. Our premise was to express the historical traditions of footnoting and its
relationship with reading/writing. We were drawn towards various references; the
display typography is Albertus, a font which was drawn for Faber and Faber (an imprint
with a rich tradition of publishing). We adopted the use of a variety of typographic
symbols traditionally used to indicate footnoted text. Lastly the form of the book
borrows from that of an enlarged paperback using book wove paper sourced from
Sweden. It was important for us to create a book project that would evenly represent
each artist. That said it was a key consideration to allocate proportional space for each of
the artist's content. What we have ended up with, is in a sense 5 books collated as one.
The uniformity of the design and structural approach in relation to this gives the project
the sense that each of the artists is practising within the same context whilst allowing
the content to promote the individuality of each of the artists rather than that of a
distinctive graphic approach.

LE: Have you ever had to work through such a tight print deadline as you
will be doing during Art Dubai?
OK-RM: The deadline is certainly tight, perhaps our tightest, but generally the
immediacy of graphic design and improving technologies often puts us in a situation
that requires speedy delivery!
LE: Why would someone want ‘Footnotes to a Project’ on their bookshelf?
OK-RM: It is an innovative publication full to the brim with content rarely on show to a
wider audience - offering the reader an insight in to the depth of artistic practice.

